
MARKETING PLAN FOR GARDENIA BREAD INDUSTRIES

We will write a custom essay sample on Gardenia Marketing Plan .. Gardenia and Stanson Bakeris, were dominated the
Malaysian bread industry at present.

Besides, newspaper is also an effective way to promote or advertise their new products as it offers good local
market coverage and it is able to reach specific target market. Shanghai is the most populated city in China
located on the eastern part of China on the water. Natural Environment The natural environment involves the
natural resources that are needed as inputs by marketers or that are affected by marketing activities. By doing
so, Gardenia is not only helping the public but they are also getting their reputation and getting well known
too. Words: - Pages: 6 Buns Bakery With this new marketing research, Gardenia will achieve the market
penetrating status. Consumers at different income levels will have different spending patterns. Management
has recognized the rapid growth potential made possible by the quick success and fast return-on-investment
from the first location. For instance, it uses Mass Media such as television to promote its products and to
introduce new products to the customers while ensuring customers to remember about their existing products
by using radios.. Gardenia is the first in the country to use a unique automated G-lock on the packaging to seal
its bread products and retain freshness. It is fascinating with ideas being so well transformed for educational
purposes. Usually bread are sold till the inventory is empty, however for unsold bread, they would be sold to
commercial fishponds and factory workers. Franco Harris is a former running back. Increasing demand led to
â€¦show more contentâ€¦ The facility features advanced equipment that adheres to globally-accepted baking
industry standards. Technological Environment Technological environment consists of the forces that create
new technologies, new products and marketing opportunities. Before they going to buy the food in package
they will look at the label of contains nutrient in the package to help them choose food which is more wisely.
Figure 11 Sales promotion is also a way that gardenia used to promote their products. Industry Analysis  For
this reason, Gardenia hopes to bring a convenient and healthy meal for these busy groups. Price The price of
Gardenia breads is low and almost the same as others competitors. There are a lot of marketing intermediaries
like reseller, the physical distribution firms and the marketing service agencies. So, to be environmentally
responsible, the company should develop better solutions to reduce pollutions. Gardenia has four factories
which locate at Shah Alam, Subang, Puchong and another one. So goodâ€¦you can even eat it on its own! The
issue with traditional cost methods. For example, we were the first in Malaysia to identify an unmet demand in
the market for low glycemic index bread to meet the special dietary needs of diabetics as well as for weight
management. For this company, the actual products are all kinds of Gardenia breads. How successful have you
been in implementing such measures? By developing a stronger position within segments, Gardenia will be
able to create more sales and attract more business opportunity. It is because for first buyers who never know
about the product, they will buy the product based on the packing. Words: - Pages: 24 Bakery Besides that,
sales promotion is one of the ways Gardenia use in promotion. All the breads of Gardenia have no artificial
and preservative.


